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THE USE «Call-TRACKING» TECHNOLOGY  
IN THE MODERN WORLD 

 
Abstract. The world becomes more and more developed and with the advent of the Internet, mobile com-

munication, applications, the call-tracking develop and gains momentum. In this article, the concept of call-tracking, 
and also its great popularity, a role and application are considered in detail. 

In the modern world, companies use a large number of channels to attract customers: contextual advertising, 
banner advertising, advertising on radio or TV, outdoor advertising and etc. Therefore, all types of call-tracking are 
considered which exist at the moment and the principles of their work are described in the article. 

As a result, using call tracking solutions for measurement of performance digital and offline - advertising, 
marketer scan now better optimize their strategy to attract potential customers and increase revenue. Data and call 
tracking ideas - also called call analytics, call attribution and call intelligence - allow marketers to generate best 
conversion calls, to reduce their cost for leadership, to personalize the customer experience and to stimulate growth. 
The work considers the main advantages of using this technology among companies. The real example of the appli-
cation of call-tracking by the company in Russia is described. The detailed description is provided. 

Keywords: technology, call-tracking, tracking, advertising, website, calls. 
 

Introduction. The relevance of this topic is determined by the fact that calls with variable success 
have been trying to track for a long time. But with the increase in the number of customers, as well as the 
massive transition of buyers to the Internet, it became necessary to automatically track each call, which led 
to the emergence of the concept of call-tracking. 

 Before developing and implementing this technology in the company, we considered the concept of 
"call-tracking".  

Call-tracking - is a method of tracking offline conversions (calls) from the site. Today, call-tracking 
is included in the gentleman's set of marketers, because up to 70% of applications are received by phone. 
The main task of service - the analysis of payback of advertising investments. 

Call-tracking is a technology for tracking call sources, and also collecting additional information 
about calls. It allows you to evaluate the effectiveness of the advertising campaign and the quality of the 
call center specialists [1]. 

Methods of research. The history of call-tracking begins with a traditional, "lamp" way to find out 
the source of the call - just ask the customers where they found out about us. The method is still in demand 
in some places, although it is unlikely that in such a labor-intensive way it has ever been possible to track 
every call. Tracking in manual mode has the lowest efficiency. However, if you have a piece of goods or a 
very expensive B2B service, you can easily talk to each customer and find out the source of the call. In the 
mass market, people come from hundreds of Internet sources and few say for sure where he/she took the 
phone. The most frequent and logical answer - the number I saw in advertising somewhere on the Internet.  

Then the marketing went to promo codes, which were applied and are now used as an analogue of 
call-tracking. A unique promo code is displayed on the site next to the phone for a unique visitor. Then the 
buyer makes a call and says the manager his "code word". According to the promo code, the manager 
understands from what advertising a call is made and can add this fact to the statistics. In general, the 
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method of tracking calls on promo codes is not reliable, has a rather high error. In connection with the 
quick development of advertising, there was a static call-tracking, which is ideal for offline advertising. It 
suits those who do not strive for high detail and just want to monitor the effectiveness of advertising 
channels. When you place an ad on sites, then a virtual phone number is determined (leased) for each 
source. Each incoming call is recorded in the corresponding section of the report. In general, the use of the 
call-tracking service in the static version - inexpensive and convenient, but for full-fledged analytics is not 
enough.  

We found out that the call-tracking service is needed to "count" calls from each advertising channel. 
A person visits a site from an advertisement, from a particular source and sees the phone number assigned 
to that source or visitor. After the call, the system determines the source by a unique phone number and 
"puts a plus" on a specific channel - "the leader came from here" [2]. 

With this conversion tracking method, you can easily measure how many requests a particular traffic 
channel actually receives and optimize your ad campaigns more effectively.  

In essence, call-tracking works according to the similar scheme with tracking of online conversion by 
the systems of analytics (Google Analytics, Yandex. Metrics). 

According to various statistics, a large number of applications (about 70%) in B2C (business for 
people) segment occurs through the phone, and in B2B (business to business) as much as 10% more. Thus, it 
turns out that setting up goals in Metrics or Google Analytics, Internet marketers do not get a complete 
picture of what is happening. Therefore, the optimization of advertising campaigns is not entirely complete.  

Because the huge share of applications goes via phone, special services have developed which would 
help us to trace calls. One of them is call-tracking, which we will develop and implement in Kazakhstan. 

Call-tracking has become a substitute for managers forced to record the sources of the call to the 
database with the words of the buyers. Modern dynamic call-tracking itself will record each call, 
determine the source right up to the keyword, and also bring the user's device, operating system and other 
data into the database, and will know exactly whether the person has called before [3]. 

Results of a research. We have considered why call-tracking is necessary according to theory. Let's 
say that you have a website the main purpose of which is to receive calls from a visitor interested in 
buying a product or service. You start advertising on this site from different sources (Yandex Direct, tar-
geted advertising, a banner on the site, advertising in the popular Vkontakte group, etc.) and start to get a 
lot of calls. Do you want to know which of the sources of advertising brings the most calls, and which one 
and none at all? Then you need static call-tracking. And now we will complicate a task. Let's say that you 
want to know which specific announcement the person who called you has transferred to. Or, if you use 
contextual advertising, which keyword the caller came from. Yes, it is possible to make it too, and 
dynamic call-tracking will help. For you, this call will not be different from the usual one, but you will 
know exactly what traffic channel it came from [7].  

We have considered why call-tracking is necessary in practice. "What do I need from what I know 
from what specifically the customer called," you ask. Everything is simple, knowing this - you can save a 
lot of money on advertising. This is especially nice when you are an advertiser, but it is very necessary if 
you are a director or any other specialist in advertising on the Internet. After all, you can increase the 
effectiveness of the advertising campaign and reduce the cost of 1 client from advertising.  

An example of dynamic call-tracking in practice. And now we will show a real example from our 
practice in figures. As for 1 month to get the advertising budget savings of almost 6,000 rubles. We found 
a man who shared data on saving money with call-tracking on his personal experience.  

He spent on advertising in Yandex Direct the amount of not more than 45 thousand rubles with VAT 
per month. The main goal of advertising is to get calls from interested users in purchasing, with whom 
sales managers continue to work. In this example, we show only the numbers from Yandex Direct, we will 
not take other sources of advertising into account. Data on received unique calls from Yandex Direct in 
May are shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – Data on received unique calls from Yandex Direct in May 2017 
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The amount he spent on advertising with VAT is shown in figure 2. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – Advertising costs in May 2017 
 

If to make a simple calculation, then we will receive that 1 call of the unique user has cost 1152,25 
rub. for him. In late May-early June, he has carried out the deep analysis of the received calls. Knowing 
which particular ad and keyword the buyer called, he disabled ineffective ads. In addition, at the end of 
May, he increased traffic from the RSA quite well due to low-frequency requests, began to receive 
cheaper clicks, and, in addition, increased their number. So, the result was not long in coming. The 
number of unique calls from Yandex Direct in June is shown in figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3 – Data on received unique calls from Yandex Direct in June 2017 
 

The cost of advertising in June is shown in figure 4. 
 

 
 

Figure 4 – Advertising costs in June 2017 
 

The cost of call-tracking for June was 2400 rubles. Total net savings of 5628.01 rubles. And this is 
with a fairly small budget for advertising. But that's not all. Due to the increase in the coverage of the RSA 
for low-frequency requests, it began to receive more calls from this source. And the price of a click on the 
RSA is much lower than on the search. Total, 1 unique call from advertising in June costs 872.13 rubles. 
Believe - it is very good price of a lead for the b2b segment in Moscow. 

In the business environment, from 30 to 100% of sales are done by phone - it all depends on the 
specifics. Many managers (about 66%) are confident in the effectiveness of incoming calls, especially 
compared to other types of contacts with potential customers. Internal statistics show that firms that make 
sales on the Internet miss about 30% of calls, but quite often they do not even know about it.  

Call-tracking is a special technology, through which it is possible to associate incoming phone calls 
with the source of advertising, detailing information to the keyword.  

Call-tracking is a technology that allows you to track, analyze and process phone calls. Tracking and 
processing can be done in different ways: manually and automatically. There is a logical question: what is 
the purpose of call-tracking, what does this system provide? Firstly, thanks to it, setting up your adver-
tising campaign can be very effective. Call-tracking begins to evolve with the setting of the advertising 
campaign and its binding to the tracker. What is call-tracking used for? One large marketing agency has 
conducted a research. The Agency examined 100 organizations operating in eight different business 
sectors. It is revealed that about 70% of all orders are carried out by phone and, certainly, businessmen 
should consider it not to miss profit. Thanks to call-tracking you can make your business truly efficient 
and profitable. In table 1, the systems of call-tracking, taken from Internet sources are considered [11]. 

 

The discussion of the results 
 

Based on the reviewed all types of call-tracking system, we will develop our system in the Republic 
of Kazakhstan. What will our technology consist of? Each user on the site is allocated a unique virtual 
phone number from the prepared pool. The script in the system automatically determines the advertising 
source from which the visitor came, as shown in figure 5. What is a pool of numbers? This is a set of 
virtual numbers leased from the service call-tracking or own. The number of rooms must be enough to 
cover all the people who are present at the same time on the site. 
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Systems of call-tracking 
 

№ Name About the service Cost Features 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 "Target Call" 
from Yandex. 
Metrics 

In Yandex. Metrics, you can 
activate the service "Target 
Call".The service allows you to 
assign a number to any of the 
traffic sources. The amount of 
numbers is unlimited. Service 
counts the number of calls and 
gives detailed statistics 

One "number-day" of 
Yandex costs 11 rubles. 
Pay for the service one 
month in advance, that 
is, the minimum cost is 
330 rubles. 
 
 

The "target call" works only with the 
Yandex. Metrica counter. If you do 
not want to put it for some personal 
reasons, then you will not be able to 
connect the service.So far, the service 
is available only for Moscow, St. 
Petersburg, Nizhny Novgorod and the 
region, Samara and the region. Calls 
from banners installed on other sites 
cannot be tracked either - "Target 
Call" works only according to the 
code assigned to the website, tied to 
the number 

2 Track calls 
with Google 

AdWordshastheabilitytotrackphon
ecalls (conversions) for your ads 
with the extension "Phone 
Numbers." In setting up the 
conversion account, you can set 
the minimum talk time so that 
useless short calls are not 
considered. The tool allows you to 
detail the statistics for queries or 
campaigns. You can track calls for 
advertisements, for numbers on 
the site, for conversions imported 
from AdWords from other 
systems  

The service is free 
 
 

The feature works only for AdWords 
advertising. You can track calls from 
more than 20 countries, including 
Russia, Poland, Germany, USA, etc. 
 
 

3 CallTracking.
ru 
 

Quite a powerful analyzer with 
good functionality. Allows you to 
track conversions both offline and 
online. Calls from each 
advertising system are distributed 
as standard in channels with 
separate numbers. Allows to trace 
and analyze the efficiency of 
inquiries, that is the used keys. 
There is a free demo version for 
testing 

Connection is free. The 
package can be selected 
depending on the 
required number of 
channels: 
Basic (3 channels) - 
1500 rubles per month.
Advanced (8 channels) 
- 3990 rubles per 
month. 
Expert (20 channels) - 
9990 rubles per month. 
Separate tariffs for 
analytics of calls to a 
keyword 

Technical support of the service 
promises accuracy of counting with 
an error of up to 10%. If you do not 
pay the package, then keep access to 
the personal cabinet and the 
accumulated statistics, it is stored in 
the service indefinitely. Call records 
are stored for 1 year. Dedicated phone 
numbers remain with the customer for 
two weeks after the last paid period 
ends. The service connects to many 
CRM-systems (Salesforce, BPM 
online, amoCRM, SugarCRM, 
Microsoft Dynamics CRM and Bitrix 
24) and integrates with popular 
analytics systems and contextual 
advertising automation services 

4 Calltouch 
 

One of the first services with a 
dynamic system of call tracking 
(tracking calls to sessions). 
Asolidgeographyofservices (40 
countries and 60 cities). Technical 
support declares an error of 
counting no more than 7% and 
promises to increase the number 
of allocated numbers in case of 
default 

Standard packages are 
not available, but you 
can calculate the cost of 
services on an online 
calculator. For 
example, for mobile 
and regional numbers, 
when you connect 5 
static phones with an 
average session 
duration of 3 minutes, 
500 sessions per day 
will cost you 11,000 
rubles per month. 

The numbers do not connect 
themselves to the interface of the 
account, you need to make a request 
to the technical support. A lot of 
settings, which you can not easily 
figure out yourself. There is a demo 
version for testing 
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ИСПОЛЬЗОВАНИЕ ТЕХНОЛОГИИ Call-TRACKING В СОВРЕМЕННОМ МИРЕ 
 

Аннотация. Мир становится все более развитым и с появлением Интернета, мобильной связи, при-
ложений набирает обороты и развивается call-tracking. В данной статье подробно рассмотрено понятие call-
tracking, а также его большая популярность, роль и применение. 

В современном мире компании используют большое количество каналов привлечения клиентов: 
контекстная реклама, баннерная реклама, реклама на радио или ТВ, наружная реклама и так далее. Поэтому в 
статье рассмотрены все виды call-tracking, которые существуют на данный момент и описаны принципы их 
работы. 

В результате этого, используя решения отслеживания звонков для измерения производительности 
цифровой и офлайн-рекламы, маркетологи теперь могут лучше оптимизировать свою стратегию для привле-
чения потенциальных клиентов и роста доходов. Данные и идеи отслеживания звонков - также называемые 
аналитикой звонков, атрибуцией звонков и интеллектом вызова - позволяют маркетологам рынка генери-
ровать лучшие конверсионные звонки, снижать их стоимость за лидерство, персонализировать клиентский 
опыт и стимулировать рост. 

В работе рассмотрены главные преимущества использования данной технологии среди компаний. 
Описан реальный пример применения call-tracking компанией в России. Приведено подробное описание. 

Ключевые слова: технология, call-tracking, отслеживание, реклама, сайт, звонки. 
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CALL-TRACKING ТЕХНОЛОГИЯСЫН ҚАЗІРГІ КЕЗДЕ ПАЙДАЛАНУ  

 
Аннотация. Əлем интернеттің, мобильді байланыстың, қосымшалардың пайда болуынан серпінді 

дамуда жəне call-tracking қарқынды дамып келе жатыр. Бұл мақалада call-tracking ұғымы жəне сонымен қатар 
оның үлкен атағы мен рөлі, қолданылуы жан-жақты қарастырылады. 

Қазіргі заманда компаниялар клиенттерді тартудың көптеген жолдарын қолданады: контексті жарнама, 
баннерлі жарнама, радио немесе ТД жарнама, сыртқы жарнама жəне т.б. Сондықтан мақалада қазіргі кезде 
бар call-tracking қызметінің барлық түрлері жəне жұмыс істеу принциптері қарастырылған.  

Осының нəтижесінде сандық жəне офлайн-жарнаманың өнімділігін өлшеу үшін қоңырауларды қада-
ғалау шешімін қабылдау арқылы маркетологтар потенциалды клиенттерді тарту жəне кірісті өсіру үшін өз 
стратегияларын оңтайландыра алады. Деректер мен қоңырауды қадағалау идеялары - қоңырауларды 
талдаулар деп аталады, қоңырауды аттестациялау жəне қоңырау шалу - маркетологтарға жақсы конверсия 
қоңырауларын жасауға, көшбасшылық үшін шығындарды төмендетуге, клиенттердің тəжірибесін жеке-
лендіруге жəне өсуді ынталандыруға мүмкіндік береді. 

Жұмыста берілген технологияның компаниялар арасында қолданудың басты артықшылықтары қа-
растырылған. Ресейдегі бір компанияның Сall-tracking қызметін қолдануының нақты мысалы сипатталған. 
Толық сипаттамасы келтірілген. 

Түйін сөздер: технология, call-tracking, қадағалау, жарнама, сайт, қоңыраулар. 
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